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Abstract
The condition of pain after spinal cord injury (SCI) affects the life quality of nearly 70% of individuals with SCI. Clinical studies over the past decade have provided important insights into the complexities of the clinical and psychosocial characteristics of this debilitating consequence of SCI. The use of experimental models developed to study at-level or below-level pain has provided an appreciation for the mechanism(s) responsible for the onset and progression of these conditions. Important to the studies related to SCI pain has been the focus on the molecular, biochemical, anatomical, and functional consequences of SCI that have identified potential therapeutic targets for the design of novel treatment strategies.

Introduction
Pain is a debilitating consequence of spinal cord injury (SCI) related to the nature of the lesion, neurological structures damaged, and secondary pathophysiological changes of surviving tissue [1]. Clinical observations reveal specific pain syndromes associated with SCI, each with their own unique characteristics [2, 3]. Through the use of different experimental models, valuable insights related to the potential mechanism(s) responsible for the onset of pain after injury have been obtained [1, 4]. The purpose of this article is to review the clinical and experimental studies focusing on selected pain states associated with spinal injury. A special emphasis will be placed on studies related to pain of central origin, perhaps the most disabling of all sensory complications associated with SCI [5–9].

Although loss of sensory and motor function are regarded as the most significant consequences of SCI, the condition of pain has a direct relationship with the ability of patients to regain an optimal level of activity and quality of life. The significance of SCI pain was revealed in a postal survey in which 11% of those responding reported pain rather than loss of motor function prevented them from working [10]. The functional impact of pain following SCI is further demonstrated by a study reporting 37% of SCI patients with high thoracic or cervical lesions reported that they would trade pain relief for any chance of regaining motor function [11]. For individuals with SCI the challenge of dealing with pain is surpassed by only the decreased ability to walk, loss of sexual function and bladder and bowel dysfunction [12].

The prevalence of SCI pain ranges from 65 to 80% depending on the method of data acquisition and type of pain considered [13]. With an estimated 11,000 new injuries each year in the United States and a total of more than 600,000 individuals with SCI, it is easy to appreciate the challenge this condition places on the health care system. At present there is no universally accepted classification system of SCI pain and because of this there is...
little consistency of terminology used to describe different pain states [2, 3, 14]. Recently, a Task Force of the International Association for the Study of Pain proposed a taxonomy based on the type of pain, location, and putative mechanism of pain onset [2]. Having a taxonomy that is accepted and used by specialists in the fields of pain and spinal injury should lead to advances in epidemiological studies as well as clinical and basic research.

Clinical Characteristics

Pain associated with SCI is typically perceived in anesthetic regions below the level of injury and is usually bilateral. It is often referred to as deafferentation pain, dystrophic pain or central dysesthesia syndrome [2, 8, 13, 14]. Commonly used descriptors of this type of pain include burning, tingling, numbness, aching and throbbing. Although it is often difficult to allocate pain types to specific categories, it appears that below-level neuropathic pain is the most common and most difficult to treat [2, 15]. Other types of pain associated with SCI include at-level and above-level pain syndromes [2, 3]. There are other types of pain associated with SCI, including nociceptive pain secondary to overuse of skeletal muscles, neuropathic pain resulting from damage to spinal or peripheral nerves, and pain of visceral origin which have been discussed elsewhere and will not be addressed in this article [2, 3, 13, 14].

Pathophysiology of Spinal Cord Injury

In order to understand the spinal and supraspinal mechanisms responsible for SCI pain it is important to acknowledge that associated with spinal injury are biochemical, molecular, and anatomical changes that collectively have a devastating impact on the functional integrity of the spinal cord. The study of these changes requires clinically relevant animal models. It is also important to recognize that the clinical consequences associated with SCI, including at-level and below-level allodynia, hyperalgesia, and spontaneous pain represent the primary pain syndromes associated with SCI [2, 3]. In recent years, the focus of basic research related to SCI induced pain has been devoted to the study of these two categories of pain. At-level pain associated with damage at or near the site of injury has been modeled by ischemic, excitotoxic, and contusive injury to the spinal cord [16–20]. Below-level neuropathic pain has been modeled by the contusion model, the interruption of specific white matter tracts, and lesions restricted to the gray matter in an attempt to identify the critical anatomical substrates responsible for the physiological and behavioral abnormalities associated with segments below the site of injury [21–23].

The mechanism of pain after SCI involves a cascade of events triggered by ischemic or traumatic insult to the cord. The condition of pain is a consequence of injury and to understand the end result, it is important to appreciate the sequence of events preceding the onset of this condition. One obvious consequence of SCI is the significant structural damage leading to the reorganization of spinal and supraspinal circuits responsible for the integration and processing of sensory information. Ischemic and traumatic insult to the cord also initiates a cascade of dynamically interdependent events that include changes in the expression of neurochemical systems responsible for maintaining the homeostatic balance between inhibitory and excitatory pathways [24, 25]. Equally important are the cellular events that impact signaling, transduction, and survival of spinal neurons. Collectively, the complex sequence of primary and secondary injury-induced events has a profound impact on the survivability and excitability of spinal sensory neurons and ultimately on evoked and resting sensibilities.

Important components in the sequella contributing to the cascade of secondary injury include, but are by no means limited to, the release of toxic mediators that are by-products of excitotoxic and inflammatory processes. Beginning with injury-induced elevations of excitatory amino acids (EAAs), and continuing with the up- and down-regulation of mRNA’s for cytokines and death inducing ligands, activation of astrocytes and microglia, initiation of inflammatory, immune, and excitotoxic cascades, and the activation/inactivation of transcription factors, these events influence and ultimately compromise the structural and functional integrity of spinal neurons [26–33]. The end result of these responses to injury is a devastating affect on sensory and motor systems, and over time the onset of secondary complications, including spasticity, abnormal sensations, and pain.

In recent years, the field of spinal injury has focused on achieving an understanding of the basic biology of secondary events associated with ischemic and traumatic injury. With regard to the study of pain, the goal of this research is recognized as pivotal to understanding the mechanisms of pain onset and in designing effective treatments. Not to be overlooked in the study of SCI pain are the often neglected remote effects of SCI, including deafferentation of supraspinal sensory relay nuclei, eleva-
tions in forebrain blood flow, and increased expression of opiate transmitters in selected supraspinal sites [34–36]. Although it is not known what contribution these remote effects have on the development of chronic pain states following SCI, they cannot be ignored as part of the central mechanism of pain onset and as potential targets of therapeutic intervention.

Secondary Injury Cascade following Spinal Cord Injury

A critical event in the aftermath of SCI is the transient elevation in EAAs and the production of a wide variety of potentially toxic mediators including: (a) endogenous opioids (dynorphin); (b) prostaglandins; (c) cytokines; (d) nitric oxide, and (e) reactive oxygen species. Using an excitotoxic model of SCI that simulates the injury-induced elevations in EAAs it was found that there was an upregulation of mRNA’s for IL-1β, COX-2, iNOS and death inducing ligands CD-95 and tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL) [37]. Up-regulation of messenger RNA for c-fos, TNF-α and dynorphin along with up-regulation of transcription factors NF-κB and ELK-1 have also been reported following SCI [33, 38–40, 84]. Activation of the nuclear factor-κ B (NF-κB) family of transcription factors is an especially significant event considering the fact that NF-κB is a critical step in the inducible regulation of over 150 genes involved in inflammatory, proliferative and cell death responses [41]. A comprehensive analysis of the molecular events following spinal cord injury using DNA microarray analysis has shown that 1 h after trauma there are changes in mRNA levels for 165 genes [42]. In this analysis, SCI affected mRNA levels of genes that regulate transcription factors, inflammatory processes, cell survival, and membrane excitability. Importantly, a number of secondary messengers up-regulated in response to CNS injury play a pivotal role in determining the functional state of spinal sensory neurons. Another consequence of injury that may be linked to changes in neuronal excitability and the onset of abnormal sensations following SCI is the up-regulation of sodium channels (Na_v 1.3) [43]. The pathological sequella of SCI is therefore by no means simple nor is it restricted to the site of insult. In summarizing different components of the secondary injury cascade one can include anatomical, neurochemical, excitotoxic, and inflammatory components that collectively interact through a process of dynamic reciprocity to influence the functional state of spinal sensory neurons, ultimately leading to the onset of abnormal sensory states including allodynia, hyperalgesia, and pain (fig. 1).

The sequence of pathological events following SCI illustrates the potential for the creation of a permissive environment conducive to the development of chronic pain. The secondary components of injury that are likely to have an important role in the onset of chronic pain include secondary pathophysiological processes and biochemical events that contribute to secondary injury and cell death (e.g. membrane damage, systemic and local vascular effects, inflammation, electrolyte imbalances, altered energy metabolism, release of transmitters, excitotoxicity and activation of multiple cellular signaling pathways) [44, 45, 55, 56].

Biochemical Consequences of Spinal Cord Injury

One of the earliest responses to spinal injury is the breakdown of cellular membranes and subsequent activation of phospholipases. Within minutes of injury, trauma-initiated lipid peroxidation and membrane hydrolysis release polyunsaturated fatty acids that are capable of causing damage through arachidonic acid and eicosanoid pathways [44]. Reactive oxygen species (ROS) can also cause damage and are by-products of these cascades. ROS can trigger excitotoxic reactions (glutamate and quinolinate), catecholamine oxidation, mitochondrial leaks, oxidation of extravasated hemoglobin, neutrophil infiltration, and microglial activation. Extravasation of heme after neural trauma also contributes to ROS production [46–47].

Membrane lipid peroxidation (MLP) is a free radical-mediated biochemical reaction whereby lipid peroxides are formed within cell membranes and organelles. MLP is a major cause of oxidative stress in injured cells involving free radical attack on the double bonds of polyunsaturated fatty acids that comprise membrane phospholipids to form lipid peroxides within cell membranes and organelles. MLP-mediated membrane disruption is followed by the loss of membrane-bound ionic pumps, transporters and receptors; ion homeostasis, cell signaling, glucose uptake, and neurotransmitter clearance. MLP is one of the first measurable biochemical events following SCI and produces ROS and aldehydes known to initiate multiple toxic injury cascades, and therefore is a primary candidate for being one of the central destructive events of secondary injury that likely contributes to a compromise of neuronal function [47–49].
Another consequence of the breakdown of cellular membranes is the malfunction of $\text{Ca}^{2+}$ and $\text{Na}^+/\text{K}^+$-ATPase ionic pumps with resultant disruption of sodium, potassium and calcium gradients [49]. Within hours, ionic shifts are followed by massive edema at the injury site due to cellular swelling, expansion of the extracellular space, loss of blood-spinal cord barrier (BSCB) and vascular integrity. Because of the physical damage to membranes and transporters and sustained depolarization, there are dramatic shifts of sodium from the extracellular to intracellular compartments and from surrounding tissues and blood to the extracellular milieu [50]. While sodium and potassium fluxes mediate cell death directly by disruption of intracellular and extracellular fluid and electrolyte balance, alterations in cellular calcium compartmentalization influences cell signaling pathways that can lead to mitochondrial dysfunction and apoptotic cell death. All of these events can have a dramatic impact on the functional state of spinal neurons and ultimately on the development of chronic pain.

Within the first 15 min postinjury, there are marked increases in intracellular and large decreases in extracellular calcium [51–52]. Despite the fact that extracellular calcium remains depressed, total tissue calcium is elevated. Calcium enters cells by way of voltage-sensitive calcium channels, reversal of the sodium-calcium exchange pump, through holes in the cell membranes and via excitotoxic mechanisms mediated by glutamate receptors. Because calcium is directly involved in multiple intracellular signaling pathways, and participates in cross-talk with countless others, increased intracellular calcium has profound injurious effects. Increased intracellular calci-
um leads to augmented production of damaging ROS as by-products of eicosanoid production, activation of nitric oxide synthase and mitochondrial reactions. The derangement of calcium compartmentalization is one of the most significant pathophysiological events of SCI, as many of the deleterious reactions of secondary injury are mediated at some point by calcium signaling events [53]. Even though the full extent of biochemical and molecular changes initiated by SCI are not entirely defined, the changes documented provide insights into potential strategies targeting cellular events that might facilitate the restoration of functional homeostasis.

The above biochemical events associated with SCI set the stage for significant functional changes both at the level of the spinal cord as well as remote sites located at supraspinal levels of the neuraxis. Changes in the level of neuronal excitability, denervation supersensitivity, inactivation/activation of cell signaling cascades and changes in glial-neuronal interactions are all consequences of primary and secondary injury that potentially contribute to the onset of abnormal sensory processing and development of chronic pain following injury.

Animal Models of SCI Pain

A number of experimental models have been used in the study of SCI, each with distinctive characteristics related to specific aspects of the human condition. An important feature of these models is that each is based on a critical component of the primary injury, such as trauma or ischemia. Evidence for dysesthesia/pain and enhancement of pain-like responses at the level of spinal lesions has been provided by models using excitotoxicity [19, 59], ischemia [18, 20, 58], and contusion injury [16, 17, 60]. The excitotoxic model simulates elevated levels of excitatory amino acids that occur after injury [54, 57]. The behavioral consequences of this injury include a hypersensitivity to mechanical and thermal stimuli and spontaneous overgrooming targeting dermatomes representing segments at the lesion epicenter [19]. The photochemical model produces graded lesions from the dorsal surface of the cord down through the gray and white matter (depending on the severity of injury). This model results in an ischemic-like condition within the cord due to the blockade of blood flow within spinal vessels. The pathological results of this model are damage to the gray and white matter and the enhancement of responses to stimuli delivered to dermatomes near the level of injury [18, 58].

The most widely used model of SCI is the weight drop or contusion model. Although this model is believed to be the most clinically relevant, it is difficult to use in studies of sensory function due to the presence of hindlimb paresis or paralysis after injury. Another approach used in the study of altered sensation after SCI involves selected spinal lesions, including hemisection of the cord, either alone or in combination with other manipulations [21–23, 61, 62]. All of these experimental strategies share the distinction of producing pathological and/or behavioral changes associated with human SCI, and each provides an opportunity to study different aspects of the spinal or supraspinal mechanisms responsible for pain associated with SCI.

Animal Models of At-Level Pain

In spite of evidence supporting the notion that cellular or axonal loss predisposes an individual to either at-level or below-level pain, it is important (from the standpoint of determining therapeutic strategy) to distinguish between these regionally distinct categories of pain. After SCI, the occurrence of pain tends to follow a progressive sequence from at-level to below-level pain, suggesting the existence of common or interactive mechanisms. This temporal profile of pain progression raises the possibility that abnormal neural activity (spinal/supraspinal) associated with at-level pain predisposes an individual to the development of below-level pain. Additionally, the potential influence of abnormal activity from gray matter damage may influence the development of below-level pain only when a specific pattern or amount of white matter damage occurs.

Animal models of at-level pain have been used to characterize the anatomical, biochemical, molecular, physiological, and pharmacological characteristics associated with this type of pain [1]. The results implicate the involvement of a complex central cascade that includes various components believed to exert a profound influence on the functional state of spinal sensory neurons (fig. 1). The importance of the longitudinal spread of secondary cellular reactions in the development of at-level pain was shown in studies using neuroprotective and anti-inflammatory agents that suppress abnormal activity of neurons and reduce the spread of injury-induced tissue damage [63, 64]. For example, administration of NMDA antagonists can attenuate ischemic damage, prevent the development of segmental hypersensitivity, and reduce chronic pain from SCI in humans [9, 64]. Repeated doses of
the antiepileptic agent gabapentin alleviate chronic hypersensitivity in spinaly injured rats, and adrenal chromaffin cells that produce a ‘therapeutic cocktail’ of neuroprotective and analgesic agents have been used to alleviate injury induced pain behaviors [23, 65–67].

As mentioned above one approach used to study the mechanisms of at-level pain centers around the well-documented injury-induced elevation of EAAs. The excitotoxic model has been used to investigate the pathophysiological, molecular and behavioral events after transient increases in spinal levels of EAAs [1, 19, 34–36, 68, 73, 84]. A signature behavioral outcome of this model, i.e. excessive grooming behavior, is associated with a pattern of neuronal loss that includes the neck of the dorsal horn with sparing of the superficial laminae [19, 68]. It has been speculated that laminae I projection neurons might be part of the substrate for the onset of injury-induced excessive grooming behavior [19]. Support for this hypothesis was obtained using a conjugate of substance P with the neurotoxin saporin (SP-SAP). Application of this conjugate at the time of injury to eliminate neurokinin-1 receptor (NK-1R) expressing neurons in the superficial laminae significantly reduced the onset time and severity of excessive grooming behavior [68]. Further confirmation of this hypothesis was obtained when the severity of grooming and area of skin targeted for grooming was significantly reduced when SP-SAP was delivered to the injury site after onset of excessive grooming behavior. Together these results support the involvement of NK-1R expressing neurons in lamina I as a critical neuronal substrate involved in the onset and progression of this at-level pain behavior.

Mechanisms underlying the onset of excessive grooming behavior have been further studied by evaluating the effects of three drugs targeting different components of secondary injury [63]. Although the actions of agmatine (NMDA antagonist, NOS inhibitor), interleukin-10 (IL-10, anti-inflammatory) and cyclosporin A (CsA, immunosuppressant) are different, each has been shown to have neuroprotective properties and/or modulatory effects on neurons in models of excitotoxic, ischemic, or traumatic CNS injury. The results of this study showed that agmatine, IL-10 and CsA delayed the onset of excessive grooming, reduced the grooming area and grooming severity, and reduced neuronal loss in the spinal cord compared to saline-treated animals [63]. Treatment of excessive grooming behavior after onset with the same drugs significantly reduced grooming area, grooming severity, and neuronal loss in the spinal cord compared to saline treatment. The conclusion from this study was that systemic administration of agmatine, IL-10 or CsA had beneficial effects on the onset and progression of injury-induced spontaneous pain behavior. Other studies related to excessive grooming behavior have shown that gender, strain and gonadal hormones also influence the onset and progression of excessive grooming behavior following excitotoxic SCI [69].

Collectively, the results of the above studies show that there is a critical distance of neuronal loss along the longitudinal axis of the cord; when exceeded, leads to the expression of pain-related behaviors [63, 69]. Neuroprotective interventions that limit the spread of neuronal loss result in the prevention or delayed onset of these behaviors. These studies thus support a neuroprotective hypothesis of SCI pain [1] and point to the possibility that neuroprotective strategies targeting selected components of the spinal injury cascade may be useful in the prevention or treatment of pain conditions associated with SCI. The fact that gender, strain, and hormonal effects were observed and that neuroprotective as well as neurotoxic agents could be used to prevent and/or treat these behaviors suggests the need to consider a wide variety of additional therapeutic strategies for the treatment of SCI pain.

Not to be ignored in the mechanism of at-level pain are studies pointing to the potential involvement of descending influences, primarily excitatory, in the onset and maintenance of chronic pain states. Recent studies have shown the importance of pathways originating in the region of the rostral ventromedial medulla (RVM) as critical in the development of chronic pain behavior [70–72]. Given the abnormal discharges in sensory neurons known to develop secondary to SCI, it is likely that this input reaches RVM neurons that in turn complete a spino-bulbo-spinal feedback loop that exacerbates the hyperexcitable state of neurons in the spinal cord. The potential role of descending monoaminergic transmitter systems in the development and maintenance of SCI pain states needs further consideration.

Animal Models of Below-Level Pain

Although it is generally agreed that interruption of spinothalamic axons is likely to contribute to below-level SCI pain, interruption of other spinal pathways and/or abnormal activity in rostrally conducting systems is also likely to participate in the establishment of below-level pain [4, 60]. Below-level pain after SCI may, for example, involve damage to the dorsal columns, because pain as-
associated with syringomyelia is reported to be more prevalent when a central cavity expands to include dorsal pathways [74]. Similarly, animal models of dysesthesia/pain have shown that interruption of the dorsal or dorsolateral columns increases the incidence of overgrooming/autotomy after peripheral nerve injury, and allodynia/hyperalgesia is observed in response to stimulation caudal and ipsilateral to dorsolateral column lesions in monkeys. These results suggest that damage to dorsal spinal pathways are involved in the production of SCI below-level neuropathic pain.

Historically, the spinothalamic tract has been implicated in the production of chronic central pain [75] and below-level SCI pain has been regarded as dependent upon partial deafferentation of rostral targets of the spinothalamic and associated pathways. Below-level pain may be expressed when portions of rostral targets are deprived of input from classic pain pathway(s) and are indirectly activated by other sources of input [1]. Interruption of one anterolateral quadrant reliably results in contralateral hypalgesia, but some animals eventually develop contralateral and ipsilateral dysesthesia/pain or allodynia/hyperalgesia. In an attempt to combine ischemic damage of the gray matter with spinothalamic tractotomy, Vierck et al. [21] introduced blood into anterolateral lesion cavities of rats. Animals with these lesions were hypersensitive to stimulation ipsilateral to the lesion. Contralateral sensitivity was variable over time for all animals (alternating between hypalgesia and alldynia). Other studies have shown that hemisection lesions at T13 result in bilateral enhancement of responses to noxious stimuli for both forelimbs and hindlimbs of rats. The behavioral effects of hemisection are accompanied by evidence for bilateral spinal reorganization (i.e. sprouting) [22–23]. Thus, below-level effects of unilateral spinal lesions on nociception do not appear to be limited to a unilateral distribution.

One of the challenges in studying below-level pain is finding a behavioral measure that effectively engages neuronal substrate(s) thought to be involved in producing this type of pain. It is generally agreed that below-level pain has a spinal as well as supraspinal (including thalamic and cortical) components. Therefore, to effectively evaluate below-level pain it is necessary to use a behavioral measure that engages both of these components. At present, behavioral measures using operant tasks as the basis for behavioral responses are the only outcome measures that meet these criteria. For this reason to effectively study below-level pain one must use an operant behavioral task. Behavioral measures including licking, guarding, orientation, vocalizations, withdrawal, and flexion are all preserved following decerebration. These segmental or spinobulbospinal reflex responses are important measures of nociception that reveal the excitability of spinal circuits following injury. However, enhancement of flexion/withdrawal reflexes (i.e. the spastic syndrome) can be dissociated from chronic below-level pain in individual cases of subtotal SCI [76, 77], and they do not represent the component of pain perception requiring cerebral processing of sensation [78]. In contrast, operant tests require cortical structures for the processing, planning and execution of tasks in a complex environment [77]. Unlike reflex responses these tasks require cortical processing, an important component required for below-level pain.

Using operant escape responses it has been possible to show that excitotoxic lesions at the T8 level of the cord produce enhanced thermal sensitivity without effects on reflex lick/guard responses [Yezierski and Vierck, unpubl. obs.]. Thus, it is possible to model below-level pain with an injury paradigm that produces damage restricted to the gray matter and which uses operant responses as the behavioral outcome measure. Gray matter damage appears to be an important factor in the development of below-level pain as a recent clinical study in patients with and without below-level pain showed that a common pathological feature in patients with below-level pain was the involvement of lesions that included a central core of spinal gray matter [79]. The excitotoxic model of spinal injury in combination with operant behavioral measures therefore appears to be a suitable model for the study of below-level pain.

In conclusion, well established animal models indicate that at-level SCI pain results from excitotoxic/ischemic damage to the spinal gray and white matter. Experimental models have identified putative mechanisms for generation of at-level pain and have suggested a number of potential therapeutic approaches, including pharmacological strategies targeting inhibitory systems or spinal mediators of cell survival. Of special importance is control over secondary signaling and survival pathways along with injury-induced chemical and molecular changes that modulate neuronal activity. Additionally, current evidence suggests that restricting the extent of excitotoxicity/ischemia after SCI might prevent the development of at-level neuropathic pain, both by reducing excitatory influences and by limiting gray matter damage. Below-level neuropathic pain does not appear to result only from interruption of spinothalamic projections to rostral targets, but is potentiated by interruption and/
or activation of other pathways, including propriospinal systems. Continued use of available animal models of at-level and below-level pain should provide an increasingly precise definition of mechanism(s) and potential therapeutic targets.

**Cell Signaling Pathways**

Important events contributing to the development of injury-induced pain are found in a construct of central sensitization and plasticity [81–83]. Hypersensitivity is believed to be a consequence of early posttranslational changes as well as later transcription-dependent changes in effector genes. Neuroplasticity resulting from these events includes activity-dependent changes in neurons and specific signaling molecules in signal transduction pathways. These changes likely contribute to alterations in the state of excitability that ultimately contributes to the development of spinal, and possibly supraspinal, pain generators.

In a study of changes in the MAPK signaling pathway following excitotoxic spinal injury there was: (1) increased phosphorylation of ERK1/2; (2) increased activation of NF-κB and phosphorylation of ELK-1, and (3) increased gene expression for the NK-1 receptor and NR1 and NR-
2A subunits of the NMDA receptor [84] (fig. 2, 3). Blockade of the MAPK cascade with the MEK inhibitor PD98059 inhibited phosphorylation of ELK-1, activation of NF-κB and gene expression of NR1, NR-2A and NK-1R, and prevented the development of spontaneous pain behavior. Injury-induced elevations in spinal levels of EAAs thus lead to the activation of the ERK-ELK-1 and NF-κB signaling cascades and the transcriptional regulation of receptors important in the development of chronic pain. Blockade of these intracellular kinase cascades prevents the onset of an injury-induced pain behavior. The above results suggest that the same complement of molecular changes described as activity-dependent following peripheral nerve or tissue injury can also be induced following spinal injury. This suggests the spinal mechanism responsible for the increased excitability of sensory neurons following spinal injury may be similar to the well documented activity-dependent mechanism induced by damage to peripheral nerves and/or tissue, a mechanism resulting in the activation of intracellular kinase cascades and ultimately long-term changes in neuronal excitability.

Fig. 3. Injury induced up-regulation of ELK-1 phosphorylation and NF-κB p65 activity and blockade by the MEK inhibitor PD98059. a Western blot analysis showing increased phosphorylation of ELK-1 8 h after QUIS-induced injury compared with saline-injected or sham-operated animals. The bottom panels show levels of a constitutively expressed protein, GAPDH, as loading controls. b Quantification of phosphorylation of ELK-1 8 h after QUIS-induced injury by the fold of blot density. c Pretreatment with PD98059 (intrathecally, 1 μg/15 μl) decreased ELK-1 phosphorylation 8 h after QUIS injury, compared to vehicle-pretreatment plus QUIS injury. The bottom panels show levels of a constitutively expressed protein, GAPDH, that was used as a loading control. d Quantification of ELK-1 phosphorylation following pretreatment with PD98059 8 h after QUIS injury. Fold reduction represents comparative reduction over corresponding vehicle-pretreatment plus QUIS injury after normalizing for loading controls. e Western blot analysis showing increased expression of activated NF-κB 8 h after QUIS-induced injury compared to saline injected animals. The bottom panels show a constitutively expressed protein, GAPDH, used as a loading control. f Quantification of activation levels of NF-κB p65 8 h after QUIS-induced injury. The fold represents comparative levels over corresponding saline-injected animals after normalizing for loading controls. g Pretreatment with PD98059 (intrathecally, 1 μg/15 μl) decreased NF-κB p65 activity 8 h after QUIS injury, compared to vehicle-pretreatment plus QUIS injury. The bottom panels show a constitutively expressed protein, GAPDH, used as a loading control. h Quantification of NF-κB p65 activity following pretreatment with PD98059 8 h after QUIS injury. Fold reduction represents comparative levels over corresponding vehicle-pretreatment plus QUIS injury after normalizing for loading. ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001, n = number of tissue blocks evaluated. Reprinted with permission from Yu and Yezierski [84].
Supraspinal Changes Associated with Spinal Cord Injury

Supraspinal changes associated with spinal injury have been evaluated to determine whether responses to injury extend to sites remote from the spinal cord. Changes at supraspinal sites could potentially contribute to the central mechanisms responsible for the onset and progression of below-level pain behaviors. Studies carried out include measuring changes in forebrain blood flow [34], and evaluation of opiate transmitters in selected supraspinal sites [35, 36]. In the study by Morrow et al. significant increases in regional cerebral blood flow were found in 7/22 structures, including the arcuate nucleus, hindlimb region of S1 cortex, parietal cortex and the thalamic posterior, ventral posterior medial and lateral nuclei. All of these structures have well-documented roles in sensory processing and are likely to be involved in the central mechanism of altered sensation following SCI. Work from Brewer and colleagues focused on peptidergic transmitter systems at spinal and supraspinal levels following excitotoxic SCI [35, 36]. Preproenkephalin (PPE) and preprodynorphin (PPD) expression increased in cortical regions associated with nociceptive function; PPE in the cingulate cortex and PPD in the parietal cortex, both ipsilateral and contralateral at various time-points following injury. The increases in PPD were significant in animals that developed excessive grooming behaviors versus those that did not. PPE expression in the anterior cingulate cortex and PPD expression in the contralateral parietal cortex were significantly higher in grooming versus non-grooming animals. The important conclusion from these reports is that following injury to the spinal cord there are significant changes at selected cortical sites, including somatosensory structures that have a putative role in pain processing. These results complement a recent report in humans using proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy showing thalamic changes in the concentration of selected metabolites in SCI patients with pain [80].

Future Directions

The condition of pain associated with spinal injury is unlikely to have a simple mechanism that relies exclusively on any one consequence of injury. It is more probable that several components of a central injury cascade contribute to the development of different pain states. The precise mechanism is likely to depend on the nature of the injury and progression of pathological and molecular changes along the rostrocaudal axis of the cord, and include anatomical and functional changes occurring in supraspinal structures. The mechanism is likely to include a combination of deafferentation resulting from spinal lesions combined with tonic excitatory input from a generator of abnormal activity in or around the epicenter of gray matter damage [1]. There are clearly many possible scenarios by which the biochemical cascade initiated by injury can influence changes in the physiological properties of spinal neurons to peripheral stimuli. Continued research directed towards specific components of the spinal cord injury cascade should provide a better understanding of spinal and supraspinal mechanism(s) responsible for this condition leading to the future development of novel therapeutic strategies.

Clinical and experimental studies directed toward understanding the mechanism(s) of SCI pain are essential for identifying the critical events responsible for the onset of this condition. Progress in understanding central pain after SCI will require a commitment to clinically relevant experimental models. For the development of new treatment strategies, it will be important to remember that chronic pain is a complex condition dependent not only on many factors defined by pathophysiological and neurochemical changes within the spinal cord, but also by psychosocial factors affecting the patient. For this reason, research related to the clinical characteristics of this condition is also critical if we are to accomplish the goal of developing effective long-term clinical treatments.
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